
CLASS – XII COMM
Holiday’s Homework

SUBJECT – ECONOMICS

CH-1 (  INTRODUCTION OF MACROECONOMICS)

            Q 1.) What is the meaning of macroeconomics ?
Q 2.) Differentiate between macroeconomics and microeconomics ?
Q 3.) What do you mean by micro macro Paradox ?
Q 4.) What is the scope of macroeconomics 
Q 5.) What are the significance of macroeconomics ?
Q 5.) Exp. Some basic concepts of macroeconomics ?

                               CH-2 ( some basic concept of macroeconomics )
Q 1.) Differentiate between intermediate goods and final goods
Q 2.) Differentiate between consumption goods and capital goods
Q 3.) Explain the concept and components of investment
Q 4.) Explain the concept of depreciation
Q 5.) What do you mean by gross investment and net investment
Q 6.) Write down the meaning and importance of circular flow of income  

CH-3 ( national income and related aggregates )
Q 1.) What do you mean by domestic and national concept of income
Q 2.) Describe all the aggregates related to national income
Q 3.) What do you mean by nominal and real GDP
Q 4.) What is GDP and welfare and describe its limitation also
Q 5.) Differentiate between the normal resident of India and  non resident of India

CH-3 (Methods of calculating national income)
Q 1.) Explain the value added method and precautions regarding value addedmethod
Q 2.) What do you mean by the problem of double counting
Q 3.) Explain the concept of income method
Q 4.) Explain the concept of Expenditure method and precautions regarding 
expenditure method
Q 5.) What are the classification of final expenditure

                                               CH-3 (Money)
             Q 1.) Explain the meaning and evolution of money

Q 2.) What do you mean by Baster system what are the drawback of barter system
Q 3.) What are the different forms of money
Q 4.) Explain the concept of supply of money
Q 5.) Who supplies money in India

                                              CH-3 (Banking)
            Q 1.) Explain the concept of money creation by the commercial banks

Q 2.) What is central bank. Explain the function of Central Bank.
      Q 3.) Differentiate between the central bank and the commercial bank
      Q 4.) Explain all quantitative instruments of credit control

Q 5.) Explain all qualitative instruments of credit control

Accountancy
1.) Prepare comprehensive project  ( 2 ) solve exercise question of partnership 

fundamental ( 3 ) change in profit sharing ratio ( 4 )admission of a partner ( 5 )revise 
all theory question.



Bussiness Studies
1.) Prepare a project file fayol principles ,stock exchange ( 2 )environment   Prepare (3 ) 

dimensions of business environment ( 4 ) should not on  demonetisation (5 )planning 
process ( 6 ) planning limitations ( 7 )importance of  Management ( 8 ) technique of 
scientific management ( 9 ) coordination ( 10 ) fayol principles ( discipline ,scalar 
chain , initiative ,equity , Espirit de corps, order, unity of command, unity of direction )
(11 ) meaning and features of Management ( 12 ) meaning and features of planning 
( 13 ) Levi's case study for completed chapters.

SUBJECT – Physical Education
1. Chapters, planning in sports.
2.  Sports and Nutrition 
3.  Yoga and lifestyle 
4.  Physical education and sports for C.W.S.N.

SUBJECT – MUSIC

1. Revision of unit test
2. TilLNada Taal
3. Jhaptal
4. Ragabhairav

SUBJECT – IP
1. Do all examples, solved, unsolved questions of ch- Numpy, Python pandas & MySQL
2. Make a presentation of internet security threats & their preventive measures.
3. Find the apps (Subject Wise) which are useful in teaching learning.
4. Make a presentation on following topics & also collect videos related to following 

topics-
I. E-Waste management

II. Gender and disability issues
III. Role of new media in society
IV. Issues with internet.


